What is Twinkle?

A digital integration tool to process supply chain data between two different systems, fast and easy.

Twinkle recognises and memorises data patterns to convert one data format to another.
What does Twinkle offer?

✓ Digitalising part of the supply chain
✓ Safety and proven accuracy
✓ An easy-to-use platform for everyone
✓ Instantly integrating a new customer into the system

We reduce approx. 80% of integration time that involves manual entering of data.
Your translated datafile has been sent.

Download file
What makes Twinkle?

✓ Data translation system that learns when it gets more data.

✓ Recognition of data patterns in Product Orders and other files.

✓ Processing any file format or structure.
System function process from Tinkle

1. Input
   - TXT
   - System file
   - CSV
   - Other...

2. Map

3. Request
4. Pattern Pool
5. Pattern Pool
6. Retrieve parsing pattern
7. Valid

8. Output
   System file with the variable recognised by the system

Manually input.
A self-learning system that improves over time
Allowing existing systems to talk to each other. Instantly.